
LEADERSHIP IN BEHAVIOR SUPPORT 

Presented by: 
Randy Sprick, Ph.D. 

Session begins at: 
1:00 Pacific 
2:00 Mountain 
3:00 Central 
4:00 Eastern 

POLL: 

What is your 
current job 
role? 

1. Building principal 
2. Assistant principal or in training 

to be a principal 
3. Central office role 
4. Other 

Major Objectives for This Webinar 

!  Introduce the Leadership book 
!  Focus on why guiding behavior is one of the most 

essential roles for building-based leaders 
!  Provide specific ideas you can immediately 

incorporate into your role as a building-based 
administrator 
!  The concept of an archived Schoolwide Behavior Plan (SBP) 
!  A framework for improving behavior—STOIC 
!  Ideas for improving staff unity 
!  Ideas for encouraging reluctant staff to get on board with staff 

unity 



LEADERSHIP IN BEHAVIOR SUPPORT 

Authored by: 

Randy Sprick 
B.J. Wise 
Kim Marcum 
Mike Haykin 
Bob McLaughlin 
Suzanne Hays 

13 chapters, 540 pages 

Downloads of 50 forms/tools 

Downloads of suggested “Game 
Plans” for dealing with chronic 
referrals—347 pages of reference 
material on approximately 50 
different behaviors 

Download of a template for a 
Schoolwide Behavior Plan (SBP) 

Download of a 52-page SBP sample 

What is 
included? 

Why Bother 
With a Focus 
on Behavior 
Support—
Safety, 
Climate, 
Discipline? 



A Focus On 
Safety and 
Climate:  

!  Decreases barriers to learning 
!  Improves academic outcomes 
!  Increases school connectedness 

(student engagement) 
!  Improves attendance  
!  Improves students’ physical and mental 

health 
!  Increases graduation rates 
!  and more 

A Focus On 
Safety and 
Climate:  

Requires skillful 
leadership from 
building-based 
administrators! 

A Focus On 
Safety and 
Climate:  

“Grissom and Loeb (2011) 
examined a broad range of 
principal skills that included all 
aspects of principals’ daily work, 
yet only organizational 
management skills, of which 
school safety was the most 
important dimension, 
significantly correlated with 
student achievement growth.” 

Requires skillful 
leadership from 
building-based 
administrators! 



A Focus On 
Safety and 
Climate:  

The Chicago Studies: 
 “Research within the Chicago  
data suggests that of all mediating 
processes, only the school 
learning climate is significantly 
associated with classroom 
instruction and student 
achievement.” 
Sebastian & Allensworth, 2012 
Sebastian, Allensworth, & Huang, 2014 
Sebastian, Allensworth, & Stevens, 2014  

Requires skillful 
leadership from 
building-based 
administrators! 

“Results from the OECD’s PISA studies, which compared 
student performance and school contexts across multiple 
international contexts, found that among approximately 
50 factors related to the learning environment that they 
studied, only the school disciplinary climate was 
consistently and positively associated with student 
achievement in most countries (48 of 61 countries that 
had data).” 

“The only other variables that had consistent 
relationships with student achievement across countries 
were measures of absences and tardiness, which are also 
related to school discipline and climate.” 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 

POLL: 

What is your 
current approach 
to schoolwide 
behavior support  
(climate, safety, 
discipline, 
motivation, 
connectedness)? 

1. Implementing Safe & Civil 
Schools (Foundations and/or 
CHAMPS) 

2. Implementing PBIS (Sugai, 
Horner, et al.) 

3. Implementing, but not following, 
a particular model 

4. Not currently focusing on 
behavior support 



The Chapters 

The Chapters 

For example 
•  Distributed or Shared Leadership 
•  Leadership Style: 

•  Transformational leaders 
 (focus primarily on teachers) 

•  Instructional leaders 
 (focus primarily on students) 



For example: 
•  Build trusting relationships 
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LEADERSHIP IN BEHAVIOR SUPPORT: ADMINISTRATOR’S GUIDE

FORM 3A

 
Leadership Traits That Engender Trust

Instructions: Rank the 12 traits below. Number 1 should be the one in which you consider yourself the 
strongest, and Number 12 the one in which you consider yourself the weakest. Write the guideline that you 
ranked Number 12 on your planning calendar. For 2 weeks, try to focus on being more effective at that one 
trait. Then write the guideline ranked Number 11 on your calendar and focus on it for 2 weeks. Continue 
working on the guidelines in descending order until you have specifically practiced each of the guidelines you 
want to improve. 

RANK TRAIT NOTES

Manage space and materials 
efficiently. 

Communicate expectations clearly.

Provide positive feedback.

Be genuine and honest.

Empathize with others by listening 
for understanding first.

Treat everyone with respect.

Be highly visible.

Respect confidentiality. 

Treat all staff professionally.

Make a special effort to include  
noncertified staff.

Acknowledge past efforts before  
you suggest changes.

Build trust with parents and 
community members.

For example: 
•  Build trusting relationships 
•  Meeting basic needs of students       

 and staff 
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FORM 3C© 2016 PACIFIC NORTHWEST PUBLISHING

Analysis of Staff Needs Worksheet p. 1 of 3

Instructions: List each staff member in the most appropriate section:
y Above and Beyond: Staff who volunteer for everything and do an outstanding job
y Not Engaged: Staff who do a great job but nothing extra
y Angry: Staff who fight you all the way

For each staff member, indicate whether each basic need is being met. If yes, indicate how. If no, indicate how you might better meet that need for the person. 
Develop a plan to address the needs of the three highest scoring (most Nos) staff members in the Above and Beyond category, the three highest in the Not 
Engaged category, and everyone in the Angry category. Note: Use your professional judgment to prioritize the unmet needs (see Chapter 4, p. 83). Make 
copies of the form as necessary so you can include every staff member. 

STAFF MEMBER RECOGNITION
ACKNOWL-
EDGMENT ATTENTION BELONGING COMPETENCE NURTURING PURPOSE STIMULATION

SCORE 
(add Nos)

A
B

O
V

E
 A

N
D

 B
E

Y
O

N
D

Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No



For example: 
•  Build trusting relationships 
•  Meeting basic needs of students       

 and staff 
•  Positive interactions (3:1) 

For example:  
•  Specify process for each item on staff-

meeting agendas 
•  Information dissemination 
•  Staff discussion for consideration by you 

or an appropriate team 
•  Brainstorming 
•  Decision making 

•  For each item involving decisions, clarify 
•  FYI only (administrative decision) 
•  Administrative decision with staff input 
•  Staff decision 
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FORM 4B

Effective Decision Making

Instructions: Use the chart below to evaluate how effective you are at decision making. Circle 1 if you have 
a lot of room for improvement. Circle 5 if you are highly skilled. Review the sections of Chapter 4 that cover 
any areas in which you feel you need to improve. Then identify specific ways you can work on these areas. 
Practice one skill for a couple of weeks. Then add another skill or strategy to practice.

1. Do all decisions support your school mission and Guidelines 
for Success? 1        2        3        4        5

2. Do you always consider who will be affected by your 
decision? 1        2        3        4        5

3. Do you always consider your and the staff ’s ability to 
influence the area being decided? 1        2        3        4        5

4. Do you and your staff consider objective data when making 
decisions? 1        2        3        4        5

5. For staff meetings, do you clarify the purpose of each 
agenda item (information dissemination, staff discussion, 
brainstorming, decision making)?

1        2        3        4        5

6. Are you clear with staff regarding which decisions are 
administrative, which are administrative with staff input, 
and which are entire staff?

1        2        3        4        5

7. Do you have an efficient strategy for seeking input from staff 
about administrative decisions that will affect them? 1        2        3        4        5

8. For staff decisions, do you have a consistent process for 
achieving consensus? 1        2        3        4        5

9. For all decisions, including administrative, do you have an 
efficient strategy for communicating the outcome clearly to 
all staff and other stakeholders?

1        2        3        4        5

10. Do you accept responsibility for poor decisions? 1        2        3        4        5

Needs  
Improvement

Highly 
Skilled

SKILL LEVEL

For example:  
•  Formation of Your Behavior Leadership Team 

•  Highly respected staff with diverse views 
•  Formal representation of EVERY staff 

member 



School-wide Discipline: Foundations 
The Improvement Cycle 

Review

Prioritize

ReviseAdopt

Implement

Surveys
Observations
Disc. Referral
Injury reports
Focus groups

School-wide Discipline: Foundations 
The Improvement Cycle 

Review

Prioritize

ReviseAdopt

Implement

Surveys
Observations
Disc. Referral
Injury reports
Focus groups

“The measure of success is not 
whether you have a tough 
problem to deal with, but 
whether it’s the same problem 
you had last year.” J.F. Dulles 



•  Structure/organize all school 
settings for success.

•  Teach students how to behave 
responsibly in those settings.

•  Observe student behavior 
(supervise!).

•  Interact positively with students. 
•  Correct calmly, consistently, and 

immediately in the setting in which 
the infraction occurred.



 

 

 

 

Electronic Device Expectations 
Each day, this classroom will follow one  

of these electronic device policies. 

If you choose not to meet these expectations,  
the proper consequences will be enforced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electronic devices will not be used in class today. 
Your electronic devices should be silenced and 

out of sight. 

Electronic devices will be used in class today,  
but they should be silenced and out of sight until 

I ask you to take them out. 

Electronic devices will be used in class today. 
Please have them out when the tardy bell rings. 

!  When the expectations 
for a schoolwide policy 
are undefined or unclear, 
behavior will be 
problematic. 

You would be better off 
with no dress code than 
one enforced by 7 out of 
10 staff members. 

35 



High 
School 

Restroom 
in 

Alabama 

1 

Morning 
Humor 

37

The sign 
above the 

urinal 
reads . . . 

13 

38





DOWNLOAD OF 347 PAGES 

Game Plans for Dealing  
with Referrals 



Each problem has 5-8 
pages of  suggested 
actions along with how 
to set up a proactive 
prevention plan for the 
future. 



Reluctant staff: 
“Treat people as if they were what they 
ought to be, and you help them become 
what they are capable of being.”  Goethe 

For example: 
Do you know how many students were 
chronically absent last year?  
Are you prepared to identify individuals 
who are chronically absent as early as Day 
20 or Day 30? 
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FORM 11D

How Sick Is Too Sick for School?

In general, children are too sick to come to school when:
 y They are contagious.
 y Their symptoms are serious enough to prevent them from focusing on the tasks they need to do there.

Use the checklist below to determine whether to keep your child home from school.
 

YES NO
1. Does your child have a fever of 100° F or higher?                         
2. Has your child vomited two or more times in a 24-hour period?                         
3. Does your child have diarrhea?                         
4. Are your child’s eyes crusty, bright red, and/or discharging yellow or green  

fluid (conjunctivitis/pink eye)?                         

5. If your child complains of a sore throat, is it accompanied by fever,  
headache, stomachache, or swollen glands?                         

6. If your child complains of a stomachache, is it accompanied by fever,  
vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, sharp pain, and/or hard belly?                         

7. Does your child have a persistent, phlegmy cough?                         
8. Does your child have lice (white, translucent eggs the size of a pinpoint  

on the hair or insects on the scalp)?
                        

If you answered yes to any of these questions, please keep your child home from school and consider seeking 
medical attention. Your child could have a serious or contagious illness. Keep your child home until he or she 
has been symptom free for at least 24 hours or until a doctor indicates that he or she can return to school.

If children have a cold, headache, or stomachache that is not accompanied by fever, vomiting, or diarrhea, they 
can probably come to school.

If a child has a rash, it could be contagious. Please seek medical advice before allowing your child to come to 
school.

Earaches are not contagious. Children can come to school as long as they can concentrate on their work. 

Once your child has been treated for lice, he or she can return to school.



 

  
 

GRADES K–12JOSSEY-BASS TEACHER GRADES   9–12

DISCIPLINE 
SECONDARY 
CLASSROOM

IN THE

A Positive Approach to Behavior Management

DVD INCLUDED

THIRD 
EDITION

Randall S. Sprick, Ph.D.



Use incentives to increase staff buy-
in to the team-based behavior 
support process. 

Schoolwide Behavior Plan 
(SBP) 

This sample 
SBP is a  
52-page 
download. 

Also included: 
A guided 
template for 
completing 
your own SBP 



Possible uses: 

A self-study tool for an 
individual 

A book study for a small group 

A districtwide book study for 
all administrators 

A resource for training 
upcoming leaders: 

-Small group 
-Mentoring an individual 

! Treat people as if they were what they 
ought to be, and you help them become 
what they are capable of being. 
    Goethe 


